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Optical emission spectroscopy as a tool for studying, optimizing, and monitoring plasma-assisted atomic layer deposition processes
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In this note it is demonstrated that optical emission spectroscopy (OES) is an easy-to-implement and valuable tool to study, optimize, and monitor thin film growth by plasma-assisted atomic layer deposition (ALD). The species in the plasma can be identified through the analysis of the light emitted by the plasma. OES provides therefore information on the reactant species delivered to the surface by the plasma but it also yields unique insight into the surface reaction products and, as a consequence, on the reaction mechanisms of the deposition process. Time-resolved measurements reveal information about the amount of precursor dosing and length of plasma exposure needed to saturate the self-limiting half reactions, which is useful for the optimization of the ALD process. Furthermore, time-resolved OES can also be used as an easy-to-implement process monitoring tool for plasma-assisted ALD processes on production equipment; for example, to monitor reactor wall conditions or to detect process faults in real time. © 2010 American Vacuum Society.

I. INTRODUCTION

Atomic layer deposition (ALD) is considered the method of choice for the deposition of ultrathin high-quality films due to its unique features such as precise growth control, excellent conformality on substrates with demanding topologies, and processing at relatively low thermal budget. A trend that started half a decade ago and that is currently gaining more momentum is the introduction of a plasma step in the ALD process. This so-called plasma-enhanced or plasma-assisted ALD process has several potential advantages compared to the purely thermally driven process, often referred to as thermal ALD. For some (emerging) applications of ultrathin films, merits of plasma-assisted ALD such as the deposition at reduced temperatures, improved material properties, increased choice of precursors and materials, and more process versatility might become of key importance.

To be able to exploit the merits of the plasma-assisted ALD technique it is of great value to gain an in-depth understanding of the underlying mechanisms of the plasma-assisted ALD processes. Plasma-assisted ALD of a large set of materials has already been reported, however, many questions about the reaction mechanisms that rule the surface chemistry and the resulting film and device properties still remain unanswered. Moreover, with plasma-assisted ALD gradually developing to research and development (R&D) and industrial applications, there is a need for process monitoring tools and process control tools which are dedicated to the plasma-based process. The aforementioned issues can be tackled by the implementation of in situ diagnostic techniques: in situ studies are of key importance for elucidating the reaction mechanisms of plasma-assisted ALD, and, if easy to implement, the techniques can also serve as process monitoring tools when plasma-assisted ALD is scaled up to production.

Some diagnostic techniques have already been introduced as process monitoring tools to study (plasma-assisted) ALD, such as quadrupole mass spectroscopy,2–4 quartz crystal microbalance measurements,5,6 and in situ spectroscopic ellipsometry.7–11 Because in plasma-assisted ALD one of the two main steps is the exposure of the surface to a plasma for surface ligand exchange, the unique possibility exist to study the light emitted by the plasma. This plasma emission contains information about the species present in the plasma and with the method of optical emission spectroscopy (OES) reactant species delivered to the surface by the plasma can be identified. In the recent years, OES has been employed for this purpose in plasma-assisted ALD processes by several authors.12–17 OES can, however, not only be used to study the (electronically excited) species delivered to the surface during the plasma half-reaction, OES can also provide information on the precursor half-reaction and the overall process performance.

The aim of this note is to show that OES is a versatile technique to study, optimize, and monitor plasma-assisted ALD processes. Based on our recently reported studies of plasma-assisted ALD of the metal oxides Al2O3 (Refs. 3 and 18) and Ta2O5 (Ref. 4) and metal nitrides TaN (Ref. 10) and TiN (Ref. 16) we will demonstrate that OES can provide unique insight into the surface reaction products and therefore on the reaction mechanisms of the deposition process. Since time-resolved OES can reveal information about the saturation of the two half reactions, it is also possible to optimize half reaction times by OES. This is helpful to decrease precursor consumption and to increase wafer throughput. Finally, we will show that OES is an easy-to-implement technique for process monitoring and process control on
plasma-assisted ALD equipment used for production. For process monitoring and control it is important that OES has a relatively low detection limit and fast response time. Small densities of excited species and/or small changes in the plasma properties can be probed by OES, whereas other techniques are often not sufficiently sensitive. OES is therefore well suited to monitor several aspects of the deposition process, such as plasma source operation, adequacy of purging, reactor wall conditioning, etc.

In the following sections, the abovementioned possibilities provided by OES will be illustrated by several examples from our recent studies obtained at two plasma-assisted ALD reactors. It is not the intention to give a complete and detailed review of the method and its results; we rather want to demonstrate to the (nonplasma specialist) reader that very valuable information can easily be obtained by the OES method. We start therefore with a brief review of the very basics of OES in Sec. II, after which some experimental details will be presented (Sec. III). In Sec. IV, emission spectra of several plasmas typically employed in plasma-assisted ALD will first be treated with the most prominent emission lines identified. Although specific for the particular plasmas studied, the results should form a good starting point when other plasma configurations and other plasma conditions are considered. Subsequently, examples of OES results will be presented for a variety of plasma-assisted ALD processes (Al₂O₃, Ta₂O₅, TaN, TiN) to illustrate the possibilities of OES for studying reaction mechanisms and optimizing ALD cycles. In addition, the feasibility of using OES as a process monitoring tool will be evaluated.

II. OPTICAL EMISSION SPECTROSCOPY

OES exploits the fact that a plasma emits light. Emission lines in an emission spectrum originate from the decay of electronically excited states of the atoms and molecules which are present in the reactor. These excited states are in most cases created through collisions between plasma species with electrons, for example, through electron-impact excitation, ionization, or dissociation reactions. Radiating atomic, ionic, and molecular species can therefore reveal information on the species present in the plasma and consequently also about the reactions that take place in the gas phase and at the surface of the reactor or film deposited. The existence of particular emission lines in the emission spectrum indicates the presence of particular species in the plasma, i.e., the emission lines can act as a “fingerprint” of (excited) species. We note, however, that it cannot be concluded that certain species are absent in the plasma when their emission lines are not observed. Whether species radiate depends on whether the species are excited in the plasma and therefore details of the plasma kinetics as well as details of the electronic structure and radiative properties of the species are important.

Considering the basics of OES, in an ionizing plasma the excitation of species takes place predominantly by electron impact. Species are excited from level \( q \) to level \( p \) which can subsequently be followed by the decay of the species into level \( k \) by spontaneous emission. Consequently, the wave-length \( \lambda \) of an emission line is determined by the photon energy corresponding to the transition of level \( p \) to level \( k \) with energy \( E_p \) to level \( k \) with energy \( E_k \).

\[
\lambda = \frac{hc}{E_p - E_k} \tag{1}
\]

with \( h \) and \( c \) Planck’s constant and the speed of light, respectively. The emission intensity (in terms of number of photons \( \text{m}^{-3} \text{s}^{-1} \)) is characterized by the product of the transition probability or Einstein coefficient \( A_k \) of a spontaneous emission process and the population density of the excited level \( n_p \).

\[
I_{pk} = n_p A_{pk} \tag{2}
\]

This means that the emission intensity is proportional to the density of electronically excited species. In an OES measurement this proportionality holds in the case that self-absorption can be neglected. Furthermore, also geometrical aspects and specifications of the detection system need to be taken into account. Examples are the possible absorption of light by the window material and the fact that the measurement is a line-of-sight measurement.

In most cases the emission intensity is also a measure of the density of the ground state species. The latter, however, only holds when the excited state is predominantly populated through excitations from the ground state, referred to as the so-called Corona balance, which is generally the case in ionizing plasmas. Moreover, the intensity of a certain emission line can only be directly related to the density of a certain ground state species when one particular excitation channel is present or by far dominant. However, in several cases there exist several excitation channels, for example, involving both atomic and molecular species in the plasma, that can contribute to the population of an excited state. It should also be noted that the fraction of the plasma species which are electronically excited in an ionizing plasma is determined by the electron energy distribution function of the plasma, resulting in a dependence of the emission intensity on both the density of the plasma species and the energy distribution function of the electrons. Since both can change when the plasma conditions are varied (i.e., actively varied or altered by indirect means), the change in density of plasma species cannot be determined straightforwardly from optical emission signals. This problem can be solved by using the method of actinometry as developed by Coburn and Chen. More detailed theory of OES can be found in Refs. 21–23 and references therein.

III. EXPERIMENTAL

The OES measurements were carried out on two plasma-assisted ALD reactors which can be classified as remote plasma reactors because the plasma is created upstream and independently from the substrate stage. Both reactors have been described in detail previously, the home-built ALD-I reactor in Ref. 16 and the commercially available FlexAL reactor (Oxford Instruments) in Ref. 24. The FlexAL reactor is schematically represented in Fig. 1(a). Briefly, both reac-
tors consist of a process chamber connected to an inductively coupled plasma (ICP) source, a precursor dosing unit, and a pump unit. The plasma source can be operated on plasma gases such as H\textsubscript{2}, N\textsubscript{2}, O\textsubscript{2}, and NH\textsubscript{3} or mixtures thereof. The plasma conditions typically employed are plasma powers within the range of 100–400 W, gas flows of 30–60 sccm (sccm denotes cubic centimeter per minute at STP), and pressures between 7.5 and 15 mTorr. The precursors can be delivered into the process chamber by either releasing a trapped volume or by opening the precursor valve for a certain precursor dosing time.

The light emission from the plasma is collected by a quartz optical fiber which is coupled to an Ocean Optics USB4000 spectrometer. This spectrometer, depicted in Fig. 1(a), has a wavelength detection range of 200–1100 nm and a resolution of approximately 1 nm. In most experiments on the FlexAL reactor the quartz fiber is placed in front of a quartz window installed at the top of the plasma source as depicted in Fig. 1(a). This configuration results in a line-of-sight measurement through the plasma source into the deposition chamber. The quartz window mainly transmits light in the wavelength range of 250–850 nm. Deposition of thin film material on this window is negligible because the valve between the deposition chamber and the plasma source is closed during the precursor exposure step for most ALD processes. The optical fiber can also be placed in front of a window installed on a vacuum port in the downstream region of the reactor, as shown in Fig. 1(b). This position samples the downstream plasma and is expected to give preferential information on the excited reaction product species. On the other hand, the plasma is less intense at this position and the opening angle of the vacuum port is small reducing the emission intensities detected. Furthermore, thin film material will be deposited at this window and therefore the optical transmission of this window should be closely monitored over time. Measurements on the ALD-I reactor have been carried out in the downstream region through glass and quartz windows positioned in the reactor chamber. The fiber probes light emitted by the plasma at the position of the substrate stage. For the ALD-I reactor it is also possible to detect the light emission in the plasma source region by positioning the quartz fiber in front of the quartz tube used to generate the inductively coupled plasma.

Several plasma-assisted ALD deposition processes have been investigated by OES measurements and will be reported on in this note. An overview of the ALD processes is given in Table I, which summarizes the ALD reactants for the different processes and the reactor on which the experiments have been carried out.

### IV. RESULTS

**A. Emission spectra for plasmas used in plasma-assisted ALD**

Figure 2 shows emission spectra of several plasmas that are frequently used in plasma-assisted ALD processes, i.e., O\textsubscript{2}, H\textsubscript{2}, N\textsubscript{2}, H\textsubscript{2}–N\textsubscript{2}, and NH\textsubscript{3} plasmas. The most important spectral features have been indicated in the graphs. The emission lines and their intensities observed are characteristic for the inductively coupled plasma and its particular operating conditions used, yet the overall observations are very typical for low-pressure plasmas employed in plasma-assisted ALD.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Precursor</th>
<th>Plasma gas</th>
<th>ALD reactor</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>Al(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{3}</td>
<td>O\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>ALD-I/FlexAL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ta\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{5}</td>
<td>Ta[N(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}]\textsubscript{5}</td>
<td>O\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>ALD-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TaN</td>
<td>Ta[N(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}]\textsubscript{5}</td>
<td>H\textsubscript{2}–N\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>ALD-I</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN</td>
<td>TiCl\textsubscript{4}</td>
<td>H\textsubscript{2}–N\textsubscript{2}</td>
<td>FlexAL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

![Image](image-url)
Figure 2(a) shows the emission spectrum of a pure O₂ plasma generated by the ICP source. Oxygen plasma is used in plasma-assisted ALD of metal oxides such as Al₂O₃, HfO₂, Ta₂O₅, and TiO₂. Emission by O₂⁺ from the first \( \frac{2}{3} \Sigma'_{g} \rightarrow \frac{2}{3} \Pi'_{u} \) and second \( \frac{2}{3} \Pi_{u} \rightarrow \frac{1}{2} \Pi_{u} \) negative systems and by O radicals \( \frac{3}{2} P \rightarrow \frac{3}{2} S \) and \( \frac{3}{2} P \rightarrow \frac{3}{2} S \) can be observed in the spectrum of the O₂ plasma. The 777 nm emission line of atomic oxygen is most intense.

An extended list of reactions possibly taken place in an O₂ plasma has been compiled by Lieberman and Lichtenberg and by Kiehlbauch and Graves. It is important to realize that a certain excited species might be created by several ionization, dissociation, and excitation reactions. For example, excited atomic oxygen can be produced by the direct electron-impact excitation of atomic oxygen in the ground state or by the process of dissociative excitation of molecular oxygen. This, in combination with the large number of reactions that take place in the plasma, clearly illustrates that pinpointing the excitation mechanisms leading to particular emission lines is rather complex.

The identification of emission lines in a measured OES spectrum can be fairly complicated depending on the resolution of the spectrometer. This is due to uncertainty in the wavelength value of an emission line and due to the fact that
TABLE II. Overview of spectral lines that can be used for time-resolved OES measurements to investigate and monitor plasma-assisted ALD processes (Refs. 31 and 32). The most intense spectral line of the emission systems has been selected unless the most intense spectral line overlaps with other emission lines or is too intense to measure conveniently.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Species</th>
<th>Comment</th>
<th>Transition</th>
<th>Quantum number (n/ν)</th>
<th>Wavelength (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO</td>
<td>Ångström system</td>
<td>B ^3Π → A ^1Π</td>
<td>0→2</td>
<td>519.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CN</td>
<td>Violet system</td>
<td>B ^3Σ → X ^1Σ</td>
<td>0→0</td>
<td>388.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Balmer series</td>
<td>3d^2D → 2p^2P</td>
<td>3→2</td>
<td>656.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Fulcher band</td>
<td>d ^3Π → a ^3Σ⁺</td>
<td>0→0</td>
<td>601.83</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>Second positive system</td>
<td>C ^3Π → B ^3Π</td>
<td>0→0</td>
<td>337.13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N₂</td>
<td>First positive system</td>
<td>B ^3Π → A ^3Σ⁻</td>
<td>5→2</td>
<td>670.48</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NH</td>
<td>Ångström system</td>
<td>A ^3Π → X ^1Σ⁻</td>
<td>0→0</td>
<td>356.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>3p^5P → 3s^3S</td>
<td>3→2</td>
<td>777.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O₂⁺</td>
<td>1st negative system</td>
<td>b ^3Σ⁺ → a ^3Π</td>
<td>2→1</td>
<td>559.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OH</td>
<td>Ångström system</td>
<td>A ^3Σ⁺ → X ^1Σ⁻</td>
<td>0→0</td>
<td>308.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

in the wavelength range around a data point, as defined by the spectrometer’s resolution, there are generally a number of spectral lines which can be related to the species present in the reactor. The identification of the emission lines is facilitated by keeping some rules of thumb in mind. The presence of a particular line in the emission spectrum implies in most cases also the presence of other related emission lines belonging to the same emission system. For example, in Fig. 2(a) several emission lines of the O₂⁺ first negative system are observed. The presence of the combination of these emission lines strongly suggests identifying the lines as O₂⁺ emission. In addition, when considering time-resolved measurements, the emission lines of one system generally show a similar time-evolution providing that the electron temperature does not change significantly over the measurement time. If one of the lines evolves very differently, it can therefore be assumed that the signal consists of overlapping lines of different species.

The spectrum of a H₂ plasma depicted in Fig. 2(b) can mainly be characterized by intense atomic hydrogen lines (H₂, Hβ, Hγ) and the Fulcher band (d ^3Π u → a ^3Σ⁺, 590–630 nm). The N₂ plasma spectrum shown in Fig. 2(c) is dominated by the first (B ^3Π u → A ^3Σ⁺) and second (C ^3Π u → B ^3Π g) positive system of molecular nitrogen. Emission by excited N atoms cannot be distinguished as is also generally the case under typical plasma conditions employed due to high excitation energies involved. This does not exclude the presence of a high density of N atoms in the plasma. In Fig. 2(d), the emission spectrum from a plasma generated in a H₂–N₂ mixture (ratio H₂:N₂ = 10:1) is a combination of the spectra of H₂ and N₂ plasmas as indicated by the intense atomic hydrogen lines, the Fulcher band, and the N₁ first and second positive systems. The emission from a NH₃ plasma in Fig. 2(e) shows NH emission from the Ångström system (A ^3Π → X ^1Σ⁻) together with atomic hydrogen lines and emission lines of the N₁ first and second positive systems.

Table II summarizes several important spectral lines of the plasmas discussed above. These spectral lines are generally well suited to use in (time-resolved) OES studies as also illustrated in the experiments discussed in the following sections. More emission lines and additional details can be found in Refs. 31 and 32.

B. Studying reaction products and reaction mechanisms

When studying the plasma half reaction of a plasma-assisted ALD process by optical emission spectroscopy, it can be observed that the plasma emission initially changes over time before steady state is reached. See, for example, Fig. 3. When the precursor exposure step has preceded the plasma exposure step, the optical emission signals at the start of the plasma step are remarkably different from a plasma exposure step which is not related to an ALD cycle (e.g., just by switching the plasma on and off). The behavior distinguishes itself from typical plasma start-up effects by the fact that the initial change over time is much more prominent
than when the plasma is switched on without preceding precursor exposure. This difference in plasma emission results from the reactions at the surface that are initiated by the plasma species. When delivered to the surface these reactant species react with the precursor fragments adsorbed at the surface during the precursor dosing step. Volatile reaction products are released from the surface into the plasma and when excited by, e.g., electron impact, the reaction products provide additional optical emission at certain wavelengths. This additional emission yields information about the kind of reaction products created at the start of the plasma exposure and consequently about the surface reactions. Moreover, consumption of reactant species in the plasma by these surface reactions can be observed by a reduced optical emission intensity at wavelengths that correspond to the plasma reactant species itself. At the end of the plasma step when the surface reactions have saturated, the emission spectrum recorded during a plasma-assisted ALD cycle resembles the spectrum of the steady-state plasma.

The effect described has clearly been observed during the plasma-assisted ALD process of metal oxides employing metal-organic precursors and O₂ plasma as oxidant source. Figure 3 shows the results obtained for plasma-assisted ALD of Al₂O₃ with Al(CH₃)₃ as precursor. In Fig. 3(a) the emission spectrum from an O₂ plasma ignited after preceding Al(CH₃)₃ precursor dosing, as recorded within the first 200 ms after plasma ignition, is compared to the emission spectrum from a steady-state O₂ plasma [similar to the spectrum in Fig. 2(a)]. The spectra in Fig. 3(a) are clearly different; the spectrum recorded during the plasma-assisted ALD cycle contains many more emission lines. From a detailed analysis of the spectrum it has been deduced that the broad emission band can be attributed to excited CO molecules. Furthermore, an intense OH band at ~309 nm is observed as well as emission lines from the Balmer series of atomic H. As mentioned this difference in emission between the two spectra can be explained by the excitation of reaction products released from the surface at the start of the plasma exposure. The difference disappears when the surface reactions reach saturation. As has been discussed in our previous work, the excited CO and OH molecules and excited H atoms are formed as a result of electron-impact (dissociative) excitation of CO, CO₂, H₂O, and CH₄ reaction products created at the surface during plasma-assisted ALD of Al₂O₃ by combustionlike reactions.³,18

In order to obtain information about the surface reactions and to study the time dependence involved, it can be helpful to measure the optical emission intensities at certain wavelengths as a function of time. Such measurements are generally more illustrative than the comparison of full spectra. The wavelengths measured can be selected such that they correspond to emission lines by plasma reactant species and (expected) reaction products. Figure 3(b) shows time-resolved emission signals of relevant emission lines recorded during the plasma half-reaction of the Al₂O₃ ALD process. Initially there is a rapid increase in the intensity of the CO, OH, and H emission lines due to the surface reactions taking place. Subsequently, the intensities of these emission lines decrease due to the reduction in the amount of ligands present at the surface as caused by the progression of the surface reactions. Finally, when all surface ligands have been oxidized by the O₂ plasma species, stable plasma emission intensities are reached with a similar fingerprint as an O₂ plasma in steady state. During the plasma half-cycle, the consumption of reactant species in the O₂ plasma can be observed by the decreased emission intensities of the oxygen species at the plasma start up. During the plasma exposure these emission intensities gradually increase and finally reach again their steady-state values. The change of the emission during the plasma step of plasma-assisted ALD of Al₂O₃ can even be observed by the naked eye as a blue to green transition or “blue flash.”¹⁸,33 These measurements as well as other in situ studies of the reaction mechanism of plasma-assisted ALD of Al₂O₃ are discussed in more detail in our previous work.³,18

For plasma-assisted ALD of Ta₂O₅ from the Ta[N(CH₃)₂]₅ precursor and O₂ plasma a similar effect has been observed.⁴ In Fig. 4(a) the emission spectrum from an O₂ plasma ignited after preceding Ta[N(CH₃)₂]₅ precursor dose, as recorded in the first 200 ms after plasma ignition, is compared to the emission spectrum from a steady-state O₂ plasma. Similar emission lines as for the Al₂O₃ case are observed indicating that combustionlike reactions also rule the plasma half-reaction for plasma-assisted ALD of Ta₂O₅. The consumption of the reactant species in the O₂ plasma is again observed. Different is, however, that also CN emission at 388 nm (from excited C≡N) is observed at the start of the plasma exposure step. This difference is due to the use of the alkylamide precursor instead of the alkyl precursor in the Al₂O₃ case. The presence of CN emission suggests that Ta–N bonds of the Ta₂O₅ surface are broken during the oxidation of the film and its surface groups. Figure 4(b) shows the emission intensities at selected wavelengths as recorded by time-resolved OES measurements. The intense CO emission due to electron-impact (dissociative) excitation of CO and CO₂ reaction products can again be observed by the naked eye as a “blue flash,” similar to the emission during the deposition of Al₂O₃ as discussed above.

In Fig. 5, emission spectra and time-resolved emission intensities recorded during the plasma-assisted ALD process of TaN are shown. The metal nitride film was deposited from the Ta[N(CH₃)₂]₅ precursor and H₂ plasma as reported in Ref. 10. The emission spectra recorded during the plasma-assisted ALD cycle (within the first 200 ms of plasma exposure) are very similar to the emission spectrum from a steady-state H₂ plasma. A difference can, however, be observed around 388 nm where again the emission band is visible that can be attributed to the radiative decay of excited CN molecules. The presence of CN emission during the plasma-assisted ALD cycles when employing a H₂ plasma suggests that Ta–N bonds of the Ta[N(CH₃)₂]₅ surface ligands are broken by the reactant species in the H₂ plasma. The increased emission at 388 nm during the ALD cycle can also be observed in the time-resolved measurements as shown in Fig. 5(b). The CN emission during the cycle is
superimposed on the emission intensity from other emission lines in the H₂ plasma. This measurement illustrates that OES can give insight into the chemistry of the deposition process since it provides insight into which bonds are broken in the surface ligands during plasma exposure. A more detailed description of this experiment can be found in our previous work.¹⁰

These examples illustrate that OES measurements and especially time-resolved OES measurements can be used to obtain information about the reaction products released during the plasma half-reaction of plasma-assisted ALD. The observations are most obvious during the deposition of metal oxides, however, also during the deposition of metal nitrides and presumably also during the deposition of metals similar observations can be made. Studies by OES help therefore to come to an understanding of the reaction mechanisms of plasma-assisted ALD processes.

**Fig. 4.** (Color online) (a) Emission spectrum from a steady-state O₂ plasma and a spectrum of an O₂ plasma exposure during a plasma-assisted ALD cycle of Ta₂O₅. The latter spectrum was recorded after a Ta[N(CH₃)₂]₅ dosing step during the first 200 ms of plasma exposure. (b) Time-resolved intensities of emission lines of plasma species and reaction products after a Ta[N(CH₃)₂]₅ dose had preceded. The plasma was ignited at time $t = -0.5\,\text{s}$.

**Fig. 5.** (Color online) (a) Emission spectrum from a steady-state H₂ plasma and a spectrum of a H₂ plasma exposure during a plasma-assisted ALD cycle of TaN. The latter spectrum was recorded after a Ta[N(CH₃)₂]₅ dosing step during the first 200 ms of plasma exposure. The inset shows the emission spectra around 388 nm in more detail. (b) Time-resolved emission intensity at 388 nm during the plasma exposure step for an ALD cycle with and without Ta[N(CH₃)₂]₅ dosing step. The plasma was ignited at time $t = 0.0\,\text{s}$.

**C. Optimization of ALD cycles**

The plasma exposure step induces a self-limiting reaction because the surface reactions are complete when all adsorbed precursor ligands at the surface have reacted with the reactant species delivered by the plasma. From time-resolved OES measurements such as in Figs. 3(b), 4(b), and 5(b), the minimal plasma exposure needed to achieve ALD growth conditions can easily be determined. Since the emission lines corresponding to the reaction products and consumed reactant species are a direct evidence of plasma interaction with the surface ligands, their time-resolved signals reveal when the surface reactions have reached completion. When the signals reach their steady-state value, it is safe to assume that the surface ligand exchange is finished. For example, the optical emission signals in Fig. 3(b) reach their steady-state value after approximately 2 s whereas in Fig. 4(b) it is approximately 3 s. These times correspond well with those determined from saturation curves of the growth per cycle plot-
adsorbed Ta than 3 s. This indicates that 3 s of dosing is sufficient to
with prolonged plasma exposure and therefore longer plasma
exposure times can be desired strictly necessary for complete ligand exchange.\textsuperscript{3,4}

Time-resolved OES signals can also be used to determine whether the precursor dosing is sufficient to react to all available adsorption sites at the surface. Under saturated precursor adsorption conditions, the amount of reaction products released from the surface during the plasma exposure step is independent of the precursor dose used as all available adsorption sites at the surface have reacted. Under undersaturated conditions, however, the amount of reaction products are dependent on the number of adsorbed precursor molecules. This number of adsorbed precursor molecules in turn depends on the precursor dose used. Since the amount of reaction products in the plasma exposure step scales with the intensity of the emission signals due to the reaction products, the number of reacted adsorption sites at the surface scales with the emission signals.

To quantify the amount of emission during the plasma exposure step as a function of precursor dose, the emission signals can be integrated for different precursor dosing times, which is illustrated for the TaN deposition process in Fig. 6(a). The total emission during the plasma step first increases and finally saturates for Ta[N(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}]\textsubscript{5} dosing times larger than 3 s. This indicates that 3 s of dosing is sufficient to adsorb Ta[N(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{2}]\textsubscript{5} molecules on all available surface adsorption sites, i.e., to reach saturation for the precursor step.\textsuperscript{10}

A similar measurement is shown in Fig. 6(b) for Al\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{3} deposition. In this case, precursor dosing took place by consecutively releasing a very small trapped volume filled with Al(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{3}. The number of consecutive doses within one cycle defines the total amount of precursor dosed to the surface. From the figure it is clear that saturation is reached after six consecutive doses per cycle. This number corresponds again very well with growth per cycle data and observations obtained by other techniques.\textsuperscript{3} The graph also shows that reaching saturation of Al(CH\textsubscript{3})\textsubscript{3} dosing leads also to a decrease in integrated O emission. Obviously, under undersaturated conditions less reactant species from the O\textsubscript{2} plasma are consumed by combustionlike reactions than under saturated conditions.

For both examples, the experiments were carried out in reactors with a uniformly heated reactor wall such that the reaction rates at all internal surfaces of the reactor can be considered similar. In the case that not all internal surfaces of a reactor have the same temperature, the plasma emission results can be an average over different saturation coverages of the surfaces, e.g., when the growth per cycle is significantly affected by the substrate temperature. Still the results from the emission intensities might yield good first order estimates for the plasma exposure time and the amount of precursor dosing necessary.

The optimization of plasma exposure time and the amount of precursor dosed is very important to achieve pure ALD growth as well as to reduce cycle times and restrict precursor consumption. From the examples it is clear that time-resolved OES measurements provide a fast and straightforward way to roughly scan the parameter range available. It is still advisable to validate the data by some additional experiments in which the growth per cycle is determined, however, by a rough parameter scan using OES the number of thin film depositions as well as the thin film analysis measurements can be reduced to a bare minimum.

In addition to the approach explained above, the understanding of the deposition process in terms of chemical reactions and physical mechanisms that can be obtained from OES measurements, as described in Sec. IV B, is generally very valuable in the process of optimizing ALD cycles and the resulting material properties.
D. Process monitoring

As mentioned in Sec. I, there is a need for dedicated process monitoring tools when plasma-assisted ALD processes develop to (industrial) applications. Generally many quality measurements are done ex situ by postprocess analysis of wafers, however, in situ process monitoring can give already a lot of information about the deposition process itself. The use of process monitoring tools can improve uptime by detecting equipment failure and reduce the amount of test wafers needed. Process monitoring tools can also be used to monitor process drifts and contribute to the improvement of wafer-to-wafer reproducibility, etc. OES is a suitable candidate for process monitoring due to its advantages such as the low investment costs, the easiness of implementation, and the ability to measure real time and noninvasively. Compared to other techniques, OES has the advantage of a very low detection limit (e.g., compared to mass spectrometry), while the measurement procedure is relatively simple in comparison with advanced optical spectroscopy (e.g., compared to infrared spectroscopy or laser induced fluorescence). On the other hand, with OES only excited species are probed and insight into absolute densities can only be obtained by applying indirect methods such as actinometry. The merits of OES have already been realized a long time ago in the field of plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition and especially in the field of plasma etching. In plasma etching OES is often employed for fault detection as well as for end point detection.35,36

Also during plasma-assisted ALD many faults can occur during the deposition process. Due to the high sensitivity of OES, these faults generally have a large influence on the optical emission signals. OES is therefore well suited to detect these faults in real time.

For example, a plasma ignition failure can easily be detected by OES which is illustrated in Fig. 7(a) for an O₂ plasma employed during Al₂O₃ deposition. The plasma fails to ignite in the fourth and sixth cycles as is evident by the absence of optical emission during these cycles. Due to the self-limiting nature of ALD such faults are in principle relatively harmless for the deposition process and the material properties obtained. However, when controlling the desired thickness of the film by a preset number of cycles, plasma ignition failures lead to a smaller thickness than aimed for. This can have large implications on the device performance as the thickness of the ultrathin films is often a critical parameter.

Another possible processing fault is the failure of a gas flow, for example, the failure of the H₂ gas flow during plasma-assisted ALD of TiN in which a H₂–N₂ plasma mixture is used. Figure 7(b) shows a time-resolved OES measurement during the deposition of TiN in which a H₂ gas flow failure is observed by a sudden intensity decrease in the H emission line at 656 nm and an increase in the N₂ emission at 358 nm. The consequence of such a gas flow failure is that material is deposited with different compositions and properties than targeted.

These two examples illustrate that a fault is characterized by a particular deviating trend of the optical emission signals. Therefore, the OES signals can be used to investigate whether and what kind of fault occurred. Obviously, OES provides the possibility of both real-time fault detection and postdeposition fault detection by logging the optical emission signals during the deposition. The latter can, for example, be useful when the wafer quality does not correspond to the specifications, potentially due to a process fault. One step more advanced is to implement advanced process control (APC),37 in which the process monitoring tool helps to control the equipment. The signals obtained are compared to the desired signals and the difference is a measure for a possible correction by the equipment to reach the targeted effect. Due to the very high time resolution of the technique, OES is also very well suited for such APC features and it can therefore prevent unsuccessful depositions or equipment downtime through the detection and correction of process faults during the deposition process.

Another important aspect of industrial plasma-assisted ALD processes is wafer-to-wafer reproducibility. Wafer-to-wafer reproducibility is affected by process drifts which can, for example, be caused by a change in reactor wall condi-
tions during processing. As a result of the deposition of material and the accumulation of reaction products on the reactor walls during the deposition process, reactor wall conditions may change wafer after wafer. Consequently, the surface reaction probabilities of the precursors and the reactive plasma species can change. This can in turn modify the plasma chemistry, resulting in slightly altered deposition conditions.

Reactor wall conditioning prior to introduction of a new wafer can prevent process drift and thus prevent the decrease in reproducibility. An example of a reactor wall conditioning procedure is the exposure of the reactor walls to a plasma for a preset time. Such plasma exposure can remove and dissociate surface groups and reaction products accumulated on the surface. Insight into the reactor wall conditions can be obtained with optical emission spectroscopy since small amounts of (contaminant) species in the plasma can already result in emission intensities that can be measured with a good signal-to-noise ratio.

Figure 8(a) shows a time-resolved measurement of the H emission intensity at 656 nm during the deposition of TiN on a wafer without reactor preconditioning. Apart from the decay of the signal during a single plasma exposure, a decreasing trend of the total H emission intensity in the plasma exposure steps can be observed. This trend is plotted in Fig. 8(b) by a graph of the integrated H emission intensity per cycle as a function of the cycle number. This figure also shows the integrated H emission intensity for plasma-assisted ALD depositions of TiN with reactor conditioning procedures. Clearly, the graph shows the influence of the reactor conditioning procedure on the evolution of the H emission intensity. For example, when H$_2$ or H$_2$–N$_2$ plasma exposures precede the deposition for a period of 10 min, the integrated intensities saturate rapidly to a stable situation. This indicates a well defined reactor wall condition. In contrast, when extra TiCl$_4$ precursor doses precede the deposition a higher H emission intensity is observed during the first tens of cycles. This reveals a correlation between the amount of chlorine ligands or residual TiCl$_4$ present at the reactor wall and the amount of excited H present in the plasma. An explanation can most probably be found in the surface loss of atomic H being dependent on the type of species present on the reactor wall. Obviously, this experiment shows that the reactor wall conditions can have a pronounced influence on the plasma chemistry and the densities of plasma species. Apparently, for the case displayed in Fig. 8 the best procedure of reactor wall conditioning is running a H$_2$–N$_2$ plasma for a certain amount of time.

The example of changing reactor wall conditions as a potential source for process drifts illustrates that OES is well suited as process monitoring tool during plasma-assisted ALD processes. The change in the hydrogen atom density in the plasma in Fig. 8 is expected to be relatively small, which causes difficulties of measuring such an effect with other process monitoring tools. The relatively low detection limit and fast response time of OES are therefore very important and make OES also well suited as process control tool.

V. CONCLUSIONS

It is universally known that OES is a very powerful diagnostic technique to obtain information on reactant species in the plasma. The method finds therefore many applications in plasma processing techniques such as plasma etching and plasma-enhanced chemical vapor deposition. The relatively new field of plasma-assisted ALD can benefit in a similar way from OES studies, however, as demonstrated in this note, OES provides also additional opportunities with respect to studying, optimizing, and controlling plasma-assisted ALD processes. From plasma-assisted ALD experiments on the metal oxides Al$_2$O$_3$ and Ta$_2$O$_5$ and the metal nitrides TaN and TiN it has illustrated the following.

- OES can provide detailed insight into the surface reaction products and reaction mechanisms during plasma-assisted ALD. The plasma surface interaction is directly probed when considering emission lines of species which are not present in the plasma gas itself while the emission lines
measured give information on the species present on the surface after the precursor step.

- Time-resolved measurements allow for direct monitoring of the saturation of the surface reactions during the plasma exposure step, whereas saturation curves related to precursor dosage can be obtained by monitoring the emission intensity during the plasma step as a function of the amount of precursor dosed. Although such measurements are possibly affected by differences in temperature of the reactor’s internal surfaces (in the case that temperature differences significantly affect the ALD growth characteristics) the method of OES provides a fast and straightforward way to roughly scan the parameter ranges for process optimization purposes.

- OES is a valuable process monitoring tool for plasma-assisted ALD processes on R&D and production equipment, e.g., to monitor reactor wall conditions or to detect process faults in real time. Such a monitoring tool is of great value during plasma-assisted ALD processes due to the cyclical nature of the deposition process and the small film thicknesses typically involved. Process faults such as plasma ignition failures or precursor valve failures have impact on the final thickness and/or properties of the films while such failures can easily be detected by OES.

These aspects as well as the general merits of OES such as the low investment costs, the easiness of implementation, and the ability to measure real time and noninvasively make OES a method of choice to improve the performance of plasma-assisted ALD processes and the thin films deposited.
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19The low pressure plasma as typically used in plasma-assisted ALD are generally optically thin for the emission lines.
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34After the completion of the ligand exchange reaction, material properties may be improved by prolonging the plasma exposure step due to the interaction of the plasma with the deposited film causing for example a decrease of resistivity (Ref. 10) or incorporation of plasma species into the material (Ref. 16).
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